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Abstract: Renewable energy demand is increasing as fossil fuels are limited and pollute the envi-
ronment. The solar absorber is an efficient renewable energy source that converts solar radiation
into heat energy. We have proposed a gallium arsenide-backed solar absorber design made with a
metamaterial resonator and SiO2 substrate. The metamaterial resonator is investigated with thin wire
metamaterial and I-shaped metamaterial designs. The I-shape metamaterial design outperforms the
thin wire metamaterial design and gives 96% average absorption with a peak absorption of 99.95%.
Structure optimization is applied in this research paper using parametric optimization. Nonlinear
parametric optimization is used because of the nonlinear system results. The optimization method is
used to optimize the design and improve the efficiency of the solar absorber. The gallium arsenide
and silicon dioxide thicknesses are modified to see how they affect the absorption response of the
solar absorber design. The optimized parameter values for SiO2 and GaAs thicknesses are 2500 nm
and 1000 nm, respectively. The effect of the change in angles is also investigated in this research. The
absorption is high for such a wide angle of incidence. The angle of 30◦ only shows a lower absorption
of about 30–50%. The effect of the change in angles is also investigated in this research. The design
results are verified by presenting the E-field results for different wavelengths. The optimized solar
absorber design applies to renewable energy applications.

Keywords: numerical; structure optimization; parametric optimization; metamaterial; renewable
energy; solar absorber; absorption; gallium arsenide (GaAs)

1. Introduction

Renewable energy is energy collected from natural sources, and it provides pollution-
free energy compared to fossil fuels [1]. Solar energy is a well-known renewable energy
source because of its wide availability [2]. Solar energy can meet the high energy demands
of today’s world. The solar absorbers are designed to absorb the energy of solar radiation
and convert it into heat, which can be used in different applications such as solar heaters,
photovoltaic applications, etc. Solar absorbers are used to absorb not only visible energy but
also ultraviolet and infrared energy to increase the overall efficiency of the absorber. The
efficiency of the solar absorbers is also enhanced by optimizing the design using prediction
algorithms [3]. Solar cells are another solar energy resource that convert solar radiation
to electricity [4]. Solar cells should be efficient and low-cost to make energy affordable to
all people. The solar absorber heat can also be converted into electricity, and in that way,
solar absorbers can also be used to make effective and low-cost electricity [5,6]. The solar
absorber can be made more effective by improving its absorption capacity, and this capacity
can be improved by absorbing light from most of the solar spectrum. The broadband solar
absorber is one of the options to improve efficiency. Broadband solar absorbers can be
achieved by incorporating graphene and metamaterials in the absorber designs.

The graphene material can be incorporated into the solar absorber by placing its
monolayer in the solar absorber design. The monolayer of graphene has the capacity to
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tune the spectrum to the far infrared spectrum, but in the solar absorber, there is a need to
absorb more solar radiation. The incorporation of the graphene layer in the absorber makes
it more absorbent because of the high conductivity and optical properties of graphene
materials. Graphene-based solar absorbers absorb the energy from different regions and
make it more effective. When graphene layers are placed over one another, they are used
as a reflective surface as it reflects the light more, but when these graphene layers are
wrinkled, a graphene ball sort of shape is formed, and then the reflection becomes very
strong, and this design can be used for absorbing more light [7]. Reduced graphene oxide
can be used in absorber design to improve its absorption. The coating of this graphene
material on this solar absorber creates broadband absorption and increases the overall
efficiency of the absorber design [8]. Graphene fabrication has also improved, and its use
improves the efficiency of solar cells due to its unique properties [9]. Metamaterials are also
added to the solar absorber design as a resonating element to improve its absorption [10].
Sometimes graphene and metamaterials are both added to improve their efficiency [11].
The graphene-based solar absorber is designed for improved absorption. Machine learning
algorithms are used to improve absorption. The machine learning algorithm is used to
optimize the different physical parameters. The optimization is also verified with the
numerical simulation of the different physical parameters [12]. The new research work
for parametric optimization, which improves the hyperparameters of machine learning
algorithms, is presented. An evaluation of the algorithm is provided, with a special focus
on two key features: the algorithm’s efficiency when working with a subset of a dataset
and its ability to complete the tuning process automatically, that is, without the user
making explicit the number of iterations that the algorithm must perform [13]. Parametric
optimization is also carried out to improve different mathematical operations using support
vector machine parameters [14]. Graphene material is used in designing broadband solar
absorbers, which are used for absorbing most of the visible spectrum and also some of
the rest of the spectrum. There is a strong need for solar absorbers that not only absorb
visible regions but also absorb other regions, which overall increases the solar absorber
efficiency [15,16].

A metamaterial solar absorber is designed to be more absorbent based on silicon
dielectric materials. The design gives high absorption with this metamaterial component
in most of the visible region and some of the infrared region [17]. The metamaterial solar
absorber is investigated numerically to achieve perfect absorption results. The structure
is showing good absorption over most of the visible region [18]. The absorption of solar
radiation is required for the whole day, and this can be achieved better with a wide angle
of absorption for solar absorber design. One such solar absorber is designed in the visible
region with good absorption for different angles of incidence [19]. Solar energy harvesting
is done with a three-layer absorber for the visible region, with its high absorption available
at two different frequencies [20]. Graphene and metamaterial-based absorbers can be
designed to give multiband responses to be applicable in solar applications [12,21]. A
perfect solar absorber is designed for the infrared spectrum using graphene material and
metamaterials. The absorption spectra are also tuned to different frequencies in the near-
infrared spectrum [22]. The metamaterial absorber uses a metamaterial component as a
resonator, which improves the absorption of the solar absorber design [23]. Metamaterials
are sometimes combined with graphene material to absorb solar energy and generate
highly efficient solar absorbers [24]. Zirconium nitride is combined with metamaterials and
graphene to improve solar absorber absorption in the visible and infrared spectrums [25].

The optimization of the parameters is required to improve the system’s performance.
In this research, the parameters are improved using parametric optimization with a non-
linear parametric optimization algorithm. Nonlinear optimization is utilized in situations
in which the function does not behave linearly in relation to the variable being optimized
for. Nonlinear optimization is having a function f(x), or a constraint ci(x) = 1, 2, . . . n
or dj(x) = 0, 1,. . . n, are nonlinear functions of the vector of variables x [26]. Broadband
absorbers absorb the majority of the energy in the visible spectrum, as discussed in the
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literature, and only a portion of the energy in other regions is absorbed, so there is a need
for an absorber that absorbs energy from most of the spectrums. We have proposed an
absorber that absorbs solar radiation in the visible and infrared spectra. Thus, the efficiency
of the solar absorber is increasing. The absorber is designed on a two-layer substrate with
a metamaterial resonator. The metamaterial resonator is also placed over the graphene
monolayer to improve the overall absorption. The following sections discuss the design
and the results of the design.

2. Numerical Analysis

This section shows the design and development of the solar absorber. The solar
absorber development is done using three layers in this design. The two substrate layers,
namely SiO2 and GaAs, are used. The selection of these substrates is done because of their
wide availability for the solar absorber design and their absorbing capacity. The resonating
layer is made up of titanium material. Titanium is a low-cost material compared to gold
and silver. This low-cost behavior of this metal will improve its affordability for different
classes of people. Figure 1 depicts the three-layer design, including the graphene layer as
a sandwiching layer between the resonator and SiO2 substrate. The optimization of the
structural parameters has been investigated in this design, and the optimized parameters
for different parameters are 1000 nm for the I-shaped resonator thickness, 1000 nm for the
GaAs substrate, and 2500 nm for the SiO2 substrate. There is no ground plane used in this
design. Optimization of I-shape design parameters such as length, width, and edges is also
performed. The two different metasurface designs, such as the I-shape design and the thin
wire design, are also carried out, and their results are presented in the next section. The
length and width of the substrate are 7000 nm and 7000 nm, respectively. I-shape length
and width are 3000 nm and 3000 nm, respectively. The thin wire’s length and width are
3000 nm and 500 nm, respectively.

The graphene material is very important in the design of this absorber because it
enhances the absorptance of the solar design by incorporating a monolayer of it between
the resonator and substrate. The optical and electric properties are helping to improve the
overall efficiency of the design. The change in graphene’s chemical potential changes the
conductivity of the monolayer, which will improve the absorption of the structure. The
equation for these is presented in Equations (1)–(4) [27]. The absorption also depends on
the angle of incidence, which is presented in Equations (5)–(11) [28]

ε(ω) = 1 +
σs

ε0ω∆
(1)

σintra =
−je2kBT

π}2(ω− j2Γ)

(
µc

kBT
+ 2ln

(
e−

µc
kBT + 1

))
(2)

σinter =
−je2

4π} ln
(

2|µc| − (ω− j2Γ)}
2|µc|+ (ω− j2Γ)}

)
(3)

σs = σinter + σintra (4)

The angle of incidence and absorption relation

r(ω, θi) =
ω cos θi ∏00(ω, θi)

2i}ck2 + ω cos θi ∏00(ω, θi)
(5)

σ||(ω, k) = −i
ω

4π}k2 ∏00(ω, k) (6)

r(ω, θi) =
2π cos θiσ||(ω, k)

c + 2π cos θiσ||(ω, k)
(7)

R(ω, θi) = |r(ω, θi)|2 (8)
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R(ω, θi) =
4π2 cos2 θi

[
Re2σ||(ω, k) + Im2σ||(ω, k)

]
[
c + 2π cos θiReσ||(ω, k)

]2
+ 4π2 cos2 θiIm2σ||(ω, k)

(9)

R(ω) = R(ω, 0) =
4π2

[
Re2σ(ω) + Im2σ(ω)

]
[c + 2πReσ(ω)]2 + 4π2Im2σ(ω)

(10)

A(ω) = 1−R(ω)− T(ω) (11)

The results of all these analyses related to optimization are discussed in the following sections.
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Figure 1. Structural design of the I-shaped and thin wire metasurface solar absorber. (a) an I-shaped
solar absorber 3D view; (b) an I-shaped metasurface solar absorber front view; (c) an I-shaped
metasurface solar absorber top view; (d) a thin wire metasurface solar absorber top view. The size
of different parameters is presented in the figure. The length, width, and height of the substrate are
7000 nm, 7000 nm, and 2500 nm, respectively. The I shape and thin wire length are 3000 nm. The total
length and width of an I-shape are both 3000 nm. A thin wire has dimensions of 3000 nm in length
and 500 nm in width. The figure is not up to the scale. The three-layer design with sandwiching
graphene layers is visible in the figure.

3. Analysis of Results

The investigation of the I-shaped design and thin wire design is analyzed using
COMSOL Multiphysics. The simulation is done based on the FEM. The result for the
I-shaped design and thin wire design is presented for the range of 500 nm to 3000 nm.
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The wavelength band presented includes the wavelengths of the visible and infrared
regions. The absorption results for these two designs are also compared in Figure 2a,b. In
Figure 2b, the numerical values of the responses are presented for the average absorption,
and they are compared. The I-shape metamaterial design results show an overall average
absorption of 96% for the whole range, while the thin wire design shows a 95% result for
the same range, which clearly shows that the I-shape metamaterial is giving optimum
performance compared to the thin wire design of the metasurface-based solar absorber
design. The absorption results in Figure 2 show that there are about five peaks near the
perfect absorption achieved. The absorption level for this absorption peak is more than 99%,
with the highest peak having an absorption of 99.5%. Thus, this proposed solar absorber
is also showing perfect absorption behavior. The response in the figure shows that in the
initial phase, the absorption curve is the same, but after 1500 nm, the absorption of the
I-shape metamaterial design is higher compared to the thin wire metamaterial design. The
change in response is achieved because of the metasurface shape, which was converted
from a thin wire shape to an I-shape. The I-shape has more area compared to the thin wire
shape. The increase in area increases the overall inductance, which will result in more
absorption compared to the thin shape. The I-shape design is further investigated for
optimal geometrical parameters. The optimization is carried out for various dimensions of
the substrate and resonator. The result of this structure optimization is discussed in the
following section.
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Figure 2. The metamaterial design comparative response for I-shape design and thin wire design is
shown in (a) an absorption plot (b) and a comparative table with numerical data. The highest average
absorption response is 96% for the I-shape metamaterial design.

The electric field response of the I-shape design is studied to verify its effect on the
absorption results. The absorption results of the I-shape design presented in Figure 2 can
be verified by the amount of electric energy concentrated in the solar absorber, which
is presented in the electric field response figure. The E-field response is investigated in
Figure 3. The electric field response is presented for six different points on the wavelength
spectrum. These six different wavelength points of the spectrum are identified based on the
different absorption levels at those points, allowing the field energy to be explored at those
different wavelength points. The different wavelength points that are investigated here are
500 nm, 1000 nm, 1500 nm, 2000 nm, 2500 nm, and 3000 nm. The six points cover the whole
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spectrum of wavelengths observed for absorption results. The E-field response presents
that as the wavelength of investigation is increased, the absorption is also increased, and the
absorption is also achieved through SiO2 and GaAs substrates. Thus, it can be concluded
that the GaAs substrate-backed solar absorber is performing well in the infrared region,
which is visible in this electric field response. The highest E-field of 2.5 × 106 is visible in
the response presented in Figure 3. The E-field response presented in the figure shows good
field distribution in the metamaterial resonator and substrate. The substrate is also visible
in the figure, with a high-field red color response. The result also verified the responses
presented in Figure 2 for different wavelengths. The different colors and related fields are
also presented in the figure, with the field response inset presented on the right side of
the figure.
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Figure 3. E-field results for the I-shaped metamaterial design backed by gallium arsenide at
(a) 500 nm, (b) 1000 nm, (c) 1500 nm, (d) 2000 nm, (e) 2500 nm, and (f) 3000 nm. The color bar
shows the electric field values, which are at their highest value of 2.5 × 106 V/m.
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The E-field response at 500 nm shown in Figure 3a demonstrates that the electric
field is visible at the substrate’s surface and in the metasurface. The level of the E-field
is low. This electric field response matches the absorption response available at 500 nm,
which is around 60%. The E-field response shown in Figure 3b for 1000 nm shows that the
electric field is visible not only at the surface like the previous response, but it is also visible
going into the substrate a little bit. The E-field response at 1500 nm shown in Figure 3c
indicates that the electric field is visible throughout the substrate, with higher energy on
the upper part of the substrate and lower energy on the lower part of the substrate. The
E-field response at 2000 nm shown in Figure 3d indicates that the electric field is visible
throughout the substrate, with higher energy on the upper and middle surfaces and lower
energy on the bottom surface. The E-field response shown in Figure 3e for 2500 nm shows
that the electric field is visible in the whole substrate, with higher energy on the upper,
middle, and lower parts of the substrate, with energy also visible in the second substrate
below the SiO2 substrate. The E-field response shown in Figure 3f for 3000 nm shows that
the electric field is visible in the whole SiO2 substrate, and some part of the energy is also
visible in the second substrate of GaAs. This electric field response matches well with the
absorption response available at 3000 nm shown in Figure 1, which is more than 96%.

4. Structural Optimization

The structure optimization is carried out to optimize the absorption of the solar ab-
sorber design. There are different methods to optimize the structure. One of the important
methods is parametric optimization. Parametric optimization is used to optimize the re-
sults while keeping the different constraints in consideration. The behavior of the system
is nonlinear, so nonlinear optimization algorithms can be used to optimize the different
parameters. In this section, we have detailed the optimization method and also presented
the optimized results using numerical investigation.

The optimization of the structure is generally done with different types of optimization.
One of the important optimizations is parametric optimization. We have explained the
parametric optimization here in detail before we present the structure optimization results.
Parametric optimization is one of the important methods to optimize the results of the
solar absorber design [29]. Nonlinear optimization is utilized in situations in which the
function does not behave linearly in relation to the variable being optimized for. Nonlinear
optimization is having function f(x), or constraint ci(x) = 1, 2, . . . n or dj(x) = 0, 1,. . . n,
are nonlinear functions of the vector of variables x. Several researchers make use of the
nonlinear optimization method in order to enhance the results obtained from the nonlinear
system [30]. The gradient nonlinear optimization method is also one of the useful methods
for determining the maximal nonlinear systems for energy conversion [31].

In our research, we have used a nonlinear optimization algorithm as our research
shows nonlinear behavior. The absorption is the result that needs to be maximized, while
the parameter that needs to be optimized has different physical and geometrical parameters.
The research is also using wavelength to observe the maximum absorption while varying
the different geometrical parameters. The results related to the optimization are presented
in Figures 4 and 5 and discussed in detail in this section. The degree of influence of the
optimization algorithm is also discussed in this section.
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Figure 4. The impact of SiO2 thickness change on absorption is shown in (a) the absorption response
for 500 nm to 2500 nm SiO2 thickness variation in a line plot and (b) the absorption response for
500 nm to 2500 nm variation in a color plot, with red having the highest absorption. The high
absorption regions are marked in circles at 2500 nm. The high absorption is also visible in the line
plot, with the green color line having a 2500 nm value.
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Figure 5. The impact of GaAs thickness change on absorption is shown in (a) the absorption response
for 250 nm to 1000 nm GaAs thickness variation in a line plot and (b) the absorption response for
250 nm to 1000 nm variation in a color plot, with the red color having the highest absorption. The
absorption is nearly constant across the entire range of GaAs material thickness variations.

The structural optimization is carried out on the two dielectric materials used as
substrates in this design. First, the SiO2 substrate height is varied from 500 nm to 2500 nm.
The response to this change is investigated in Figure 4. The result shows that the highest
thickness of 2500 nm has more absorption compared to the other thicknesses. The absorp-
tion is higher in this thickness because of the higher area provided for the absorption of the
signal. The red part of Figure 4b, marked with circles, shows the high absorption regions
in the 2500 nm thickness range. The line plot also shows that high absorption for this
thickness is available at three different locations, as presented in the color plot. The increase
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in further thickness is not checked because the higher thickness is making the area and size
of the structure large as well as increasing the inductance, which affects the results. Instead
of increasing the thickness further in the same material, we have added GaAs material
at the back of this solar absorber, which has a different refractive index and also helps in
gaining further absorption. The results for GaAs thickness change are given in Figure 5.
The bottom layer added to the substrate is increasing the absorption slightly because of
the difference in refractive indices between the two materials. The variation in thickness
of this material is not affecting the absorption further, and the same is visible in Figure 5.
The absorption level around 1 m shows perfect absorption, with 99.5% absorption as the
result. The absorption levels are in three peaks, with the highest having perfect absorption
with more than 99% absorption. The results are also showing a similar performance for all
the variations in GaAs thickness. The results of the optimization clearly show that there is
an increase in absorption with increasing substrate thickness. The thickness improvement
also shows that nonlinear parametric optimization is essential and that there is an increase
in absorption for higher thicknesses. The increased thickness is the key to improving
absorption. The increased thickness influences the overall efficiency of the solar absorber
design. The thickness increase was kept to a limit to keep the design complexity and
cost lower.

The angle of incidence variation is observed by varying the different angles of inci-
dence from 0 degrees to 80 degrees. The angle of incidence is varied to observe its effect on
the results. The angle of incidence variation is not affecting the results much, as presented
in Figure 6. The result clearly shows that absorption is high for most of the angles except
the 30◦ angle. The blue color shows the reduction in absorption for an angle range between
30◦ and 80◦. The red color around other angles indicates high absorption of the red color.
The results show that the absorption is high for most of the angles of incidence. The angle
at which the absorption is less is also important. The absorption for different angles clearly
shows that the solar absorber is giving better results for most of them. The low angles are
also showing 30–50% absorption, which is good for solar absorbers as it is going to increase
the absorption of the solar absorber.
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The comparison of the I-shaped metamaterial design is observed in Table 1. The I-
shaped metamaterial design is showing 96% average absorption in the visible and infrared
regions. This absorption is higher compared to the rest of the references presented in
the table. The absorption results show that the I-shape metamaterial design is showing
the maximum absorption. The comparison of the proposed I-shape metamaterial design
with other published designs shows its improvement in terms of the absorption of the
solar absorber. There is one published design with 95% average absorption, but it gives
absorption in a lower wavelength range compared to our proposed design results, which
give results in the wide wavelength range of 500 nm to 3000 nm.

Table 1. Comparison of solar absorber designs with the proposed double substrate design of I-shape
metamaterial and thin metamaterial.

Design Visible and Infrared Region
from 500 nm to 3000 nm Cost (Unit Cell)

I-shape metamaterial design 96 Low
Thin wire metamaterial design 95 Low

[32] 90 Moderate
[33] 90 Moderate
[34] 86.5 Low
[35] 93 High
[36] 93.1 Low
[37] 90 High
[38] 95 Low
[39] 80 High
[40] 71.1 High
[21] 70 High
[41] 84 Low
[42] 93.7 Moderate
[43] 92 High

5. Conclusions

The need for renewable and clean energy has opened the way for designing highly
efficient solar absorbers. One such solar absorber is designed with an I-shaped metamaterial
resonator backed by SiO2 and GaAs substrates. The I-shaped metamaterial design is also
compared with the thin-wire metamaterial design to obtain the optimized metamaterial
design. The I-shaped metamaterial has the highest absorption, at 96%, in the 500 nm to
3000 nm wavelength range. It is also showing a peak absorption of 99.95% in the infrared
range. The I-shaped optimized design is also investigated for E-field response, which clearly
shows that for higher wavelengths absorption is higher because of the GaAs substrate.
The optimization of the structure is also investigated for SiO2 and GaAs thicknesses. The
effect of GaAs thickness is minimal, and it is visible at higher wavelengths. A perfectly
designed solar absorber can be used for solar thermal energy conversion applications.
Further improvement in the absorption can be achieved in the future by changing the
materials and applying the other metamaterial component in the design.
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